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Demonstrators, Police, Navy
Meet in Non-Violent Gathering
By MARC NE RRE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Demonstrators, campus police
and Navy supporters met yesterday afternoon on the lawn in front
of Barracks 414 at a gathering
which lived up to its organizer’s
stated policy of non-violence.
Campus police barred the door
to the barracks where the four
Navy men had been talking to
students since morning. Students
were admitted to the room only
as recruiters were available to
talk to them.
As demonstrators, some earlying home-made wooden shields,
paraded up and down on the sidewalk in front of the barracks, Ira
Meltzer, ALF member, went inside to talk to members of the
Navy information team.

TYPING
293.4700.
slightly
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eminent. They are allowed the
privilege of the campus for the
purpose of education and recruiting.
"They are here to answer questions. They have shown a willingness to talk with students, but not
to argue and debate."
Michael Rutz, former Army 1st.
Lt., set up a table outside of the
barracks to "fill in the gaps"
which he felt were left in the
Navy team’s presentation.
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IGNORANCE NOTED
Rutz, acting independently of
SJS, listed four points on which
he said persons he talked to were
"abysimally ignorant."
One was that the Navy men had
no casualty figures on action in
Vietnam. "This is one of the most
pertinent figures they should
have," said Rutz.
He went on to list what he
called discrepancies in rank advancement figures given by recruiters, misinformation about duties in the Navy and the number
of duty tours to be spent in Vietnam.
Lt. Crndr. Richard Spencer denied the misinformation charges,
saying, ’The worst thing we could
do is give out misinformation, because people would catch us." He
said the rank advancement charge
arose out of a misunderstanding
of terms rather than wrong information.

He was met by Lt. Cmdr. Louis
Williams, a Negro. "We talked
mainly about race," said Williams.
"He said many Negroes were getting killed, and asked how I could
support the navy’s programs. He
couldn’t understand how I, as a
Negro, could be in the service."
Williams said he and Meltzer
talked for approximately 30 minutes. He denied he was under orders not to comment on the Vietnam war.
Outside the barracks, demonstrators using a bullhorn questioned the recruiter’s presence on
campus. "We want to comment on
the war," said one, referring to
the reason for the demonstration.
"The discussion of the war takes
precedence over classes and meetings on this campus."
Dr. William Dusel, executive
vice-president of the college, borrowed the bullhorn to respond to
More than 60 SJS students
the questions posed by the speak- ambushed a truck belonging to
ers.
Frank Sanchez, owner of Ace
Towing Co., pelting it with eggs,
BAD POSITION
rocks and bricks Halloween night.
He said the college was placed
According to a witness, "Six
in the difficult position of "de- students were walking down 11th
fending the rights of some stu- Street from San Antonio telling
dents against others."
everyone, ’We’re going to get San’The Navy on campus?", he chez’. They said they had called
said, "Because they asked like all Sanchez to tow away a car blockother branches of the federal gov- ing the Sigma Chi parking lot on
Tenth Street."
The six "anti-Ace" students had
grown to more than 60 by the
time they arrived at the lot, ac-

Senate Committee
’ To Investigate
Riots, Disorders

IRA MELTZER, graduate student in political science, addresses
the crowd assembled on the lawn between the Journal4m and
Home Economics buildings to protest the presence of a Navy
information team on campus.

On Halloween Night

Students Ambush Ace Truck

Birth Pills

cording to reports. An ambush
was planned a few minutes before
Frank Sanchez Jr., pulled into the
lot.
"Someone yelled, ’Charge’ and
a bugle sounded the attack as
boards, bricks and eggs were
hurled at the Ace truck," the witness said.
"A brick flew through the
driver’s left window and caught
the driver on the side of the face,
causing superficial cuts."
The younger Sanchez reportedly
was dazed for a few moments, but
finally turned the truck back into

Unavailable Meclical Care Cuts
On Campus
Birth control pills have not and
will not be dispensed at the SJS’
Student Health Center, reports
Dr. Thomas Gray, director of the
health service.
A statewide program delineates
the scope of the health service, and
"prescribing oral contraceptives is
beyond purview of the generally
accepted scope of the college
health service," he said.
The controversial issue goes beyond college health said Dr. Gray,
and it is a "social question, not
a medical problem."
The health service here, like
those of all California state colleges, is based on a national health
plan, which excludes the Prescribing of oral contraceptives, according to Dr. Gray.
He made it clear that "personal
feelings ate not pertinent to my
position" concerning the dispensing
of the pills.
Students inquiring about obtaining the pills are informed of the
health service’s position and referred to a private physician.
"Our main objective is to take
care of the student’s health," said
Dr. Gray, and "prescribing oral
contraceptives is outside the domain of the scope of the health
service."
The SJS physician said that he
saw no reason to think this program and pattern of the health
service would change.

.10th St., "gunned" the engine and
disappeared around the corner.
The crowd was disbanded.
About five minutes later three
Ace trucks pulled up with Frank
Sanchez Sr., his son and an employee, only to find the lot deserted. They were shortly joined
by six San Jose police officers.
While the officers were conducting their investigation, a crowd of
more than 150 jeering students
gathered. Both the students and
Sanchez exchanged threats and
obscenities.
"Sanchez said he wanted something done about the students who
committed the action," the witness said. "He said he felt it was
an injustice to him as a businessman and that his son had been
singled out and his life endan-

Hearing’ geAcco."rding to the witness, police
found no one at the scene who
The case centers on whether knew anything about the incident.
the administration followed the Police said they had no official
legislature’s intent in cutting Medi- report of the incident,
Cal services.
ANSWER SOON
The Supreme Court accepted the
"Ohhhh, this head is still spincase directly from the superior
court, by-taming hearings in the ning from last night’s festivities
Third District Court of Appeal. ... What’s this? A pink fountain?
The high court is expected to give Got to quit this weekend!!!"
Bubbling like pink champagne,
state officials its answer as soon
San Jose’s fountain was vandalas possible.
Judge Irving H. Perlusa of Sac- ized last Halloween by one jokeramento declared the cuts in med- filled prankster.
ical care invalid Sept. 6. Spencer
Williams, administrator of the
Health and Welfare Agency, has
said the ruling is costing the state
an extra $500,000 every day.
The cuts were made to meet a
$600 million legislative limit on
the program for 1967-68.
NO LIMIT?
The Committee for Academic
Justices Raymond L. Sullivan Responsibility has again asked for
and Raymond E. Peters asked President Robert D. Clark’s resigMayers about the legislature’s nation.
specification for proportionate cuts
In a letter addressed to PresiIn all services, rather than elimi- dent Clark the Committee critination of some services "to the cized his handling of the American
extent. feasible."
Liberation Front’s demonst rat ion.
Tohriner asked Mayers why no
Dr. H. 0. Moore, Los Gatos
limit was placed on physician’s physician and chairman of the
fees.
Committee, said "our group is at"This was considered," Mayers tempting to provide a college that
replied. He said the chief reason will be a safe place to receive an
why fee schedules weren’t adop- education."
ted was "a recognition that a cut
The committee previously asked
that would be meaningful at all for Pres. Clark’s resignation after
might have substantially reduced the campus Negro demonstrations.
physicians’ participation . . ."
"Pres. Clark and Harty Edwards

Questionedin
The
SACRAMENTO (AP)
State Supreme Court finished its
one-day hearing Wednesday into
the legality of the Reagan administration’s $210 million cuts in
medical care.
The court’s ruling is expected
soon.
Justices sharply questioned the
administration’s representative and
his opponent during about two
hours of arguments.
Deputy Atty, Gen. Richard Mayers argued against Sheldon Greene,
an attorney for the federallyfunded California Rural Assistance
League in Modesto.
SHARP QUESTIONS
Some of the sharpest questioning was directed at both men by
Justice Raymond L. Sullivan. Once
Sullivan told Greene: "What is
the point of this argument? I don’t
follow you."
Greene said the Reagan administration favored the interests of
doctors and taxpayers over those
of Medi-Cal recipients in making
the cuts. "Twelve hundred doctors
took in over $70,000 apiece in
Metli-Cal." Greene said.
Greene argued that the state
should have considered limits on
doctors’ fees, use of county hospitals and delay of some minor
services on a priority basis.
’"There’s no question about it,"
Justice Mathew 0. Tobriner said
of Medi-Cal recipients. "They’re
getting less."

By KEN BRYANT
Spartan Daily Editor
President Robert D. Clark last
night postponed today’s promised
investigation of campus minority
problems when Mexican-American
students threatened to disrupt the
administration-prompted "Day of
Concerti."
The special program for faculty
members, to delve into "apparent
racial discrimination" on campus,
was called by Dr. Clark last week
at the request of the executive
conunittee of the Academic Council.
Dr. Clark said last night at midnight that he postponed the meeting until late November because
he was convinced representatives
of the Mexican-American group
"truly felt anguish" about the
"over-emphasis" of Negro problems on the program schedule. He
said his decision came after consultation with Ombudsman J. Benton White, his recently-appointed
troubleshooter on racial affairs.
The protestors, members of Student Initiative 15.1.1 and the
Mexican-American Student Confederation (MASC), told Dr. Clark
and White last night that the administrators were "demanding violence" before they would listen to

Pink Fountains?

WASHINGTON (AP)A Senate investigation of riots and other
civil disorders opened yesterday
with a warning against letting the
nation be swept "down the road
to chaos and violence."
Sen. John L. McClellan, D. -Ark.,
sounded the warning as the Senate’s permanent investigations subcommittee made public its compilation of the toll of lives and
property taken by rioting in the
last three years.
A mammoth chart displayed on
riots in 76 cities in 1965-67, listed
12 law enforcement officers killed
and 1,199 policemen and 2,424 civilians injured.
In 1967 alone, with major riots
in Detroit and Newark, 9 law enforcement officers and 75 civilians
were listed as killed, while 742 policemen and 1,208 civilians were
injured.
Total property damage was estimated at $210.6 million, and the
subcotnmittee placed the estimated
economic loss from the riots at
$504.2 million.
Robert E. Dunn, the subcommittee’s assistant counsel, testified the
chart was compiled from responses
of 128 mayors or police chiefs to
a questionaire and was based on
101 incidents in the 76 cities.
Dunn said figures supplied by
the mayors were used and were
Incomplete since estimates were
submitted from only 40 cities, lie
also said the economic loss estimate was based on figures from
only 19 cities.
The chart listed the property
damage in Newark’s riot last July
at $10,251,000 and in Detroit’s
later in the month at $144 million.
McClellan, t h e subcommittee
chairman, said his group, ordered
by the Senate on Aug. 11 to undertake a complete investigation,
will concentrate in its initial hearings on the immediate causes of
the riots.
At its first hearing the subcommittee called for testimony on a
riot in ifouston last spring in which
one policeman was killed and two
others were shot.

their protests. The target for their
, protest was a film on the program
depicting campus racial problems
which they felt discriminated
against Mexican -Americans.
"You are saying the reasons that
Negroes are getting response is
because of their violence. What
we will do next is on your conscience," a spokesman for the
group said.
"Their concern was voiced too
late to give adequate tepresentatioa at today’s meeting," Dr.
Clark s a I d. "We offered to
sponsor a separate program for
them, but they felt another program would give the wrong picture."
Dr. Clark said he felt the
Mexican-American reaction to the

"Day of Concern" was of doubtful
validity. Their feeling toward discrimination in society, however, is
probably correct, he said.
He said the college could have
contained any violence threatened
by the protesters, but he chose to
postpone the entire program to
prove he acknowledged the "deeply
felt" concern of the students.
"Whether the action to postpone
the meeting was correct or not
will be judged by the long-range
results, riot by till’Ultieniences
caused today," he said.
The re-scheduled program, according to Dr. Clark, will attempt
to adequately show the discrimination which has been directed
against Mexican - American students.

Trustees’ Decisions

Reagan, Unruh ’Should
Attend Parley’ Galm
By GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
Involvement of Governor Reagan
and Speaker Jesse Unruh in the
State College Board of Trustees’
meetings would give meaning to
the trustees’ decisions, according
to Dr. John Galm, president of the
SJS chapter of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT).
Galm insisted the trustees should
develop their power as budget makers. "The trustees have chosen
to eschew any fiscal role for exofficio members and hence have
come to accept the role of beggars rather than budget-makers.
"The Governor and the Speaker
can give reality to the State College fiscal matters," Gahm said.
"Surely that should be ’their primary function as ex-officio members of the board."
The Board of Trustees at their
October 26 meeting, turned down
an AFT request for a statewide
collective bargaining. The board
said such bargaining on fiscal matters is impossible since the governor and the legislature make

final decisions on the budget.
At this same meeting the trustees aproved a State College budget for 1968-69.
Galm questioned this action.
"Why should the board participate
in an action which it tells the faculty is meaningless?" he asked.
"The trustees’ budget has, in
fact, had little meaning in past
yearsexcept as a good will gesture toward the faculty. The meaninglessness of the budget is a
choice of the trustees, however,
not an unavoidable necessity."
The governor and the speaker
of the assembly sit on the board
as ex-officio niembers and are very
influential in fiscal decisions. Neither of them attended the Pomona
meeting at which the board approved the California State College budget.
In relating the budget situation
to collective bargaining, Galm said,
"We will take the role of the governor and the speaker very seriously and will not consider our financial negotiations complete until the results have been accepted
by the ex-officio members."

Two Trouble Spots

Southland Fires Subside
FireSAN DIEGO (AP)
fighters counted on predicted
lighter winds today in their battle
to contain the two remaining
trouble spots in a series of brush
blazes in Southern California,
The State Division of Forestry
Identified isolated areas in central
San Diego County as the only area
of unchecked fires.
Since Sunday, fires have burned
across 140,000 acres, caused about
$4 million structural damage and
are blamed for four deaths.
Flames in a fire at Pine Hills,

southwest of Julian, were uncontained today along northern and
southern edges, after blackening
about 10,000 acres.
However, officials said nearby
Cuyamaca State Park was not endangered.
The other unchecked blaze was
near Romona, where 33,000 acres
were charred and 26 structures
gutted.
Dry winds gusting as high as
100 miles an hour as humidity
dropped in some spots to one per
cent, were the conditions when
fire erupted Sunday.

CAR Still Rapping Clark;
Calls for Resignation
must live up to their legal and
moral responsibilities as educators
and citizens. They should have revealed the names of those individuals that they claimed threatened
to do harm to individuals or property during the demonstrations."
Dr. Moore agreed with Senator
Clark Bradley’s statement that
President Clark "capitulated" to
radical elements on campus.
The committee, which formed in
March of this year, has a strong
group of followers and a mailing
list of over 500, said Moore. "And
we intend to do what we can to
stop these Un-American activities."

CONTEMPLATION
FLOWER BABY contemplates anti -Navy demonstrations, anti.
Marine demonstrations, police and paddy wagons, writing on the
walls, pink fountains after Halloween, dormies versus cops’ violence, water baloons on I I th Street, elections for student body
president in the middle of the semester
. . contemplation is
too much . . . back to the saner worlds of beads and bangles.
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"Thinking Republicans are conservatie
and in opposition; the way back to constitutional gmernment requires that we
place our faith in God, country unit
"Not liberalism and material wealth
swapped out for basic freedoms.
"Reagan is a clean top choice."
’Ihe statement was utiade recently
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT
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A Day of Concern
114’14)j:tie.
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criminatitin is one of the most serious
problems in our mieiety. The whole

,

experience

ety’s to -t complex problem-.
-Nlen ;,etting t r’ ’titer a- nom
Illeet deep!), rofited 11111111tfils.-

racy may well depend on our finding
a solution. NN e have made a modest
we eannot sucbeginning at !-’j S.
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ceed here. there is little lope for the
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SP..; Negro leader Harry Edwards said
after a yveek of campus racial tensions mon. than a month ago.
Imlay the dialogue begun during
that "histirrie- week will be continued
in a -Day of Concern- set aside by
Pres. Robert D. Clark for faculty to
discuss "%viten. we are and where we
are going- in the matter of campus
rarial diserimination.
llouexer. part of the "Day of Concern- acti ity. a mit% ie on dieriminatints experienced by minority- students
on

campus. has come under attack

front Mexican- \merit:an students who
feel
the
film itself discriminates
against

Nlexican-Americans since tile

majority of students interviewed were
Negnies.
The students. members of :NlexicanAmerican S t n il e ti t Confederation
( NI \ St:). took their complaints to the
ombudsman appointed by Dr. Clark to
hear eases of campus discrimination.
But when the first round of talks
plait ed fruille--. the students walked
mit and later refused tii Meet again.
They bate said they will iry to stop
the show ing of the film this morning.
N prefes-or who is Mexican- Nimesjean, u a, i ii itcd to _peak at the meet.
ing but refused It, participate.
Certainly. Nlesican- Ninericans lime
been discriiiiitialeil against both by our
soviets at large kind till eatlipliS. Bid
the film, if indeed it is discriminatory.
I- only a sy (option of a larger disease
yvhich must be attacked at it- sollree.
Prejudice of any sort feeds MI iglioralite %S hull can only be entithatted
by the enlightenment dial conies from
meaningful dialogue.
-1,- Dr. Clark said in his call for this
special

faculty meeting. -Racial dis
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like to believe.
California Gov. Ronald Reagan wants,
more than anything else, to become President of these United States. Anyone who
would doubt the seriousness of Reagan’s
intentions must be blind, ignorantor a
lot of both.
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Reagan, of course, protests that he is
not a candidate. But it is the wayand
the where that he issues these denials
that is most interesting.
He has been waging a non-campaign that
will leave him in a strong position if Romney’s bid failsa possibility that grows
larger as 1968 draws nearer.
Nor does Reagan’s professed non-candidacy jibe with his heavy speaking schedule in key primary states and his decision
to become California’s favorite son.
"If the Republican Party came beating
on my door," he admits, "I wouldn’t sav.
’Get lost fellows.’"
now, C io
H ight
f
as
fa rim r d
boy" is doing everything he can to make
sure the party will come "knocking on
my door" at convention lime-1968.
The perennial candidate. Richard Nixon. is still the favorite of most party pros.
He is the potential candidate, outside of
Reagan, to inherit the Republican’s conservative wing plus the more moderate
factions.
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larger society
"Let its make ourselYes am informed
and aetive community for this prob-
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Thrust and Parry

Bathing Habits Used as Evidence of Guilt?
’Enforce Lan, Impartially
Regardless of Own Likes’
Editor:
In a recent letter to the editor, Prof. M. H.
Miller of the Law Enforcement Department
invokes the authority of "the Chinese philosopher" against longhaired unwashed teachers and students who "bemoan their times as
lost .., they are sick, and would inflict their
sickness on all who ignore or deride them."
He then calls on Plato to admonish the "students, faculty and administrators of SJS" to
remember that "freedom without responsibility can end only in disaster."
Two things have recently oecuried which
indicate that students. faculty and admin.
istrators are not : 11
n;eidnigto.
’’’’’’’ ".h’’
.1
Fit ’’’11(1Yiril
he remindNI ,,i- 1111. truism.
parli,-ipants
in
the
scull],
at
the
Mahaired
rine Corps 1,ei tin ing table were .trrested and
taken to Jail. Second, a professot has complainest that a law enforcement student
forcibly prevented him from witnessing and
taking photographs of the incident, representing himself as having been deputized,
To date, no action has been taken against
this student.
I am amazed that an authority on law enforcement should imply that length of hair or
bathing habits are evidence of wrong-doing,
tt is the responsibility of a law enforcement
officer to enforce the law impartially, tegardless of his own likes and dislikes. To do otherwise is irresponsible, and a betrayal of the
solemn trust placed in him by the poiple when
they authorized him to use force in order to
uphold the law. I would suggest that all those
connected with law enforcement should take
special note of Plato’s warning.
Craig Harrison
Asst. Prof. of Philosophy

EDITOR’S NOTE The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he
lieves have been exhausted.

be.

tors) was sunk by the ill-wind of Chalybdis
and the foul breath of Scylla (Lone Ranger,
Tonto and their Uniformed Stoics).
With a muffled cry we heard from the helm
a final vulgarity, "Oh, it is excellent to have
a giant’s strength, but it is tyrannous to use
it like a giant." (W.S./M.M. --A.2 S.2)
Robert Alan Prentky, A 8116

’Mu.st Choose Between
Either Victory or Peace’
Editor:

’It Is Tyrannous To Use
gilt
I C’taut ’
SirenLike
Editor:
The tiakland demonstrators certainly were
vicious animals! Such episodes previously restricted to "mature adults only" included: a
gross girl of at least 15 who had the audacity
to cry when clobbered bleeding into the gutter, an antidiluvian of wrinkled pale cornplexion- and little couragewho had the
rankling insolence to scream when confronted
by a 250-lb. amorphous blob in a forward
stance, a "chosen few" who couldn’t cornprehend the hidden significance behind playful
torture when lifted into the air by the handcuffs of pinioned hands, a select and fortunate
minority blessed with the cooling and soothing
potion -mace (if it was good enough for the
Indians .. . land the obscenely hypocritical,
vile and nauseating manner in which the
Sacred Vessel Juda (ungodly and sacrilegious
theologians and traitorous and corrupt doe-

Articles and letters in your paper show that
some politicians, some students, andalas-even professors, just cannot grasp the nature
of the events taking place around them. They
are Bob Dylan’s "Mr. Jones."
If violence. and tut moil arc to be avoided
or overcome, see must remove its causes. No
law and no police force can ever Ns strong
enough to simply suppress dissatisfaction. The
People who think that riots are a pastime invented by trouble -makers refuse to see the
sources of discontent. And in opposing peaceflit means in settling our problems, they
actually reject the very foundation of peace,
which is man’s reason.
The day may come when bombs will fly
accompanied by cries of PEACE (yes, here
at home, for our government is clearly following this crazy "rationale" abroad). Whose
fault will such a madness be?
There is victory, and there is peace, and
we must choose, for it is the former or the
latter. The "hawks" had better heed Erasmus’
Dulce bellum inexpertis, or, Jesus Christ, "He
who lives by the sword . . . "
t’onrad Borovski
Asst. Prof. of Foreign Languages

Guest Room

The Devaluation of College Teaching
Bs HARRY BENDER
Asst. Prof. of l’scholop
Part 2
Yesterday’s article traced the deprecianon el teaching from the 1937 poliev as-ertm2 that -lack of effectiveness in teachiii no.t. Ina be offe-1 by strong ratings in
other cri(eria.- through the 1966 promolion policy in which leaching had been
rcdio./.41 to merely Ilic itto.t important of
-i-iici 1- id iirrifc-orkil India% ion
I "inTh. iiromidion iodic% .iderirteil by the
I 4)11111 II 1,14 UVVIs codifi,
c.14,-11111.
.(oopfrici, Ilic dooini-lied siviific.nicc of
ic,,,,,,in,z, Threc aspect: of the performtiny.’ of Ilie candidate for promotion are
to be assessed: I. Effectiveness in acadent.
ie assignment: ’’’. Scholarly achievement:
and 3. Priife--ional contribution anti actkides. "fea. Iting hat heen demoted. It no
longer is a c.ite=e). in its iMil right. It
is now Inil pari ril ainalier criterion_ that
of effect is env, in acildenlic :issignment.
This i- not merely a terminological
change. 1.ers examine carefully both the
justification giten for this modification.
a 11 if its implications.
(hie 1III.Inalioull offered is dial lionteaching nersomiel also eompete for promotion in professorial rank. Let U6 grant

that if a candidate for promotion is, for
example. a counselor rather than a WadiCr. it makes little sense to say that he
most 1)1. an exii.11ent teacher if lie is lir
be promoted.
But what about the bulk of the perma
nent faculty. hired as full-time teachers.
The justification for dropping teaching effeetiveness as a major category for their
evalnation is that each professor at this
college Painticall!, has a 15 -unit assignMIMI. oill
12 of silliell con -tinny the
tearhing 1 no-lion.
What sl
lil I’ t. ill % follovv from thi
tract’ al analy -is is that, 11)) per eent
of the professor’s job being tea, biog. the
judgment of his teaching performance
should he weighted as 80 per cent of total
evaluation. Instead. teaching cannot. tinder the new prom/ilk))) tv stem. count for
more than 20 per evil( of elle ,if the three
assessilleill areas. Th, ,...- till
leaching
van affect no more than airlirriximatrd
quarter of Ilii. total evalualitui.
Even within the aeathmie a--ignment
segment. the fart that teaching no longer
need be separately judged is hound to
reduce its importanee rid:like to the other
fillictiolls. Because teaching is home ,Is
airfield( to esahlate. and produces t

as committee work will make a dispropon
titillate contribution to the overall ratting
on performance in academic assipment.
Teaching moist be judged. but committee
memlierships call be counted!
Con-ides now assessment area 2, "Seholart’, Aellieement.- Research, for example,
will frequently prmide the basis for this
rating. Bin remember that research can
have three rebitionships to teaching.
I. It niav enhanee teaching effeeliveor- ,:is -um. re-eareli does). 1111 this rase,
if tle.r. vvas validity in the assessment of
the eamhilale.- teaelling, the research has
idrearly aided Id nu in %sinning promotion,
and should not be ermined again.
2. Thp research may be unrelated to
teaching effectiyellesti. In this instance, it
becomes the sort of activity envisioned in
the ilk i-ion of profi,-orial assignment into
foor.fifile for teaching and
,-fifth for
oilier Ito olseinenk. Solv vveight given to
,iieli ri-wiirch should, therefore_ afferi hut
on. fifth of the at ad, ’ assignitient area.
:3. The re-earclt ma, impair teaching
land -.ow research Ili -tracts the prolessor front his warbling obligations 1, in
which case it is illegal. State law authorizes
remearell mil 10 the extent that it is
eons ..... ml with the primary function of

terbalancing disagreement, activities such

the state colleges," which is defined at

"the provision of instruction for . .. stip
dents . . ." Certainly a professor should
not receive special promotion credit for
an illegal actisity!
In general then, those legitimate activities incorporated under the labels, "seliol
arly achievement" and "professional con tributions and activities" are either--1)
Aspects of the professor’s teaching role,
judgable under the rubric, "effectiveness
of teaching," and should not speed his
advancement unless they have enhanced
his teaching, or 2) They should he vveighled in the aggregate as no more than onr
fifth of the total assessment.
There is a message implicit in the promotion systems reviewed here. and it is
communicated most clearly in the newest
policy. The message is that the professor
aspiring towards the income and -tattle
rewards of promotion would he nowise
to he ilislracled irs. his teaeliing commitments from the actiyities that yield ini
pressive dossiers. To the extent that the
tunes get ea
piper, the pliliehdlicia)tioitilmrsaetewkiiit" SplaSY wtlill’;
continue to rise, and committee and or
ganizar al affiliations will proliferate.
And eVentlialIV this college will stop feeling inferior to Berkeley. But it will then

have become inferior.

.

Reagan’s decision to allow entry of his
name in next year’s primaries in Wiseonsin. Nebraska and Oregon --- where lie
knows he will be sapping Nixon’s emsservative strength- --is an interesting move
for a noncandidate.
BM far more important than all the poMica’ maneuvering is that Dallas homeowner’s statement.
Thai kind of talk is not isolated i
g
Anterie,C. oters.
Reagan possesses vast and solid appeal
aenes ilie roonlr -and not among con servathes alone.
Reagan has the potential -if lie hasn’t
done it alreadyto become the champion
of America’s lower and middle classes.
To the eight to five working American,
Reagan represents a much sought after
stability in an age of upheaval and mipopular dissent.
One political observer says, "The lowermiddle class white voter doesn’t want a
wave maker. This the yirtue of Reagan.
"He’ll stand firm against hippies and
blood for the Viet Cong. He’ll protect
you against dirty new things you don’t
like such as four letter words and colored
people moving into the neighborhood."
Reagan represents a change from the
present course of unpopular foreign and
domestic policya favorable one.
He also appeals to the strong Puritan
tradition in America.
He is telling the small shopkeepers and
farmers of this country, "Your old ways
are right.
"Don’t let the radical declarations of
a few eggheaded philosophers fool you.
Private property, free enterprise and
church on Sunday are the only correct
and true ways."
Those shopkeepers and fanners are eat jug it up,
To them, Reagan is a fortress against
the civil rights workers and poverty program leaders.
Americans feel that reform and change
is milling too fast. This is evidenced bv
ilie Mere ased opposition to eivil rights pro.
u.1,., mid ewe
t in Great Society spending.
Reagan is a man who will slow down.
A majority of this country’s voters would
like to slow down with him.
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Non-Sabbatical Leaves
Now Available to Faculty

CIGS

Special leaves for research or
creative activity, separate from
the sabbatical program, are now
available to full-time faculty members.
The special leave, granted for
one semester, is designed for restudies to be conducted for the
expansion of knowledge in every
field of learning appropriate to
the function of the California
State Colleges. Leaves also will
be granted for creative work in
the arts and humanities as well
as scientific and technological investigations.
Non-tenured faculty are also
eligible. Such a leave has no effect
on probationary status, but may
be counted as part of the probationary period.
Award of a special leave has
no effect on sabbatical leave eligibility, and time spent on a special leave may be counted toward
the service required to establish
eligibility for a sabbatical. However, the leave may not be granted
for a term immediately preceding

19c
10c

Kleenex

5c

3 Hershey Bars

10c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper
1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

5c

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

Spartaguide
TODAY

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

THE CODLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN
CO/fee Mader
from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.

Guaranteed by a top
Company
War Clause

. . . Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
. . . Premiums Deferred
until you are out of
school

For Your
COLLEGE MASTER
outline ... contact
Jim Hamlet
Jim Eaton
Cam Sawyer

St(id-mts m.ly now sum up for
preliminary tryouts of the Dr. Dorothy Kaueher Oral Reading Con-

test in the Drama Office, SD 100.
Readings will be limited to the
first 25 people who sign tip.
Readings will be Tuesday at 3
p.m. in the Studio Theatre. Each
must be limited to three minutes.
Finals for the contest will be
Tuesday. Nov. 16, at 3:30 p.m.
Judging will he based on choice
of material, reader’s understanding
of author’s intent (both emotional
imd intellectual), presentational
skills, audience contact and platform poise.

’Inter-Divisional’
Program Studied
In Home Ec Dept. Annual Red Cross
Drive Ends Nov. 9

Dr. Howard Busehing, associate
professor of home economics, has
been selected chairman of a special committee which will study
an inter-divisional program at SJS
in human development and family
education.
According to Dr. Busching, the
committee will draft recommendations regarding an instructional
program leading to a degree, suggest related research projects, discuss development of a counseling
service, and establish a broader
community relations program.
"We are glad to see an interdivisional and multi-disciplinary
approach to this important area
of human relations," Dr. Bunching
said.
-

The Red Cr,.annual blood
(Irk e is underwav rith booths on
Seventh Street and by the Spartan Bookstore. Nov. 9 is the deadline for donations.
As a bonus this year studentdoners will have their blood needs
and the needs of relatives fully
covered for free by the Red Crass
for one year.
Four special plaques will he
awarded to a fraternity, sorority,
non-fraternal organization, and a
dorm for the greatest percentage
of donors.
The drive is co-sponsored by
AFROTC and AWS.

Presents in

concert

Diana Ross
and the

SUPren101$
:

Hugh Mawkela
Sandy Baron
rlday, Nov. .1, BOO, PM
Oakland COlisebm Arena
$ 3.30, 4,50, 3.30, ’2.50
All sealsrkserved
,
PROD1JC Eft BY,
CONCERT-ASSOCIATES

YOU ARE !NVITED TO SEE
OUR NEW COLLECTION OF
FOR EVERY OCCASION

Downtown Center Box
Off iee, San Francisco

4,44/
--ftaftt44.4.,

Sherman -Clay, Oakland"
Sherman -Clay, Hayward’
Music City, Berkeley
Coliseum Box Office .

TENTH STREET PHARMACY
Teeth R Santa Clara

294-9131

SAN JOSE: First at Santa Clara

TOMORROW
Alpha Phi Omega, 9 p.m., Santa

because
.

Spartan Sabres, 7:30 p.m., Bavarian Room of Garden City Hofbrau.
Chess Club, 2 p.m., College
Union.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers. 7:30 p.m., E326. Dr.
Jack Winnick, Garrett Airesearch
Manufacturing Co., to speak on
"To Breath in Space: An Engineering Design Problem."
Arab American Club, 5:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A. Mr. Adnan DanudAgha, assistant professor of sociology will discuss "Continuity
and Change in the Arab East."
Royce Hall Cultural CoIttee, 7:30 p.m., Royce Hall formal
lounge. Dr. Brooks of the history
department to speak on "Vietnam
--Personal view point, PAW resist movement and outcome."
Cerele Franelan, 7 p.m., Building N. Ferdinard Flofoti to speak
on Nigeria.
H anist on Campus, 7:30 p.m..
CH167, Organizational meeting.
Angel Might, 7 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall 324,

or following a sabbatical leave.
Recipients of special leaves are
obligated to the state for three
terms of full-time teaching at their
college for each term of leave.
Invitations to apply for these
leaves will he announced this
month. Further information is
available in the Graduate Studies
Office, Adm. 150.

SI’tItT%c DAILYS

Reading Contest
Signups to Begin

Frank How,
Darwin Shoop
Gary Beckwith

Fidelity Union Life I
605 S. lath St.
286-6700

Clara County Fair Ground on Tully Rd. between 10th and 11th Sts.
Bonfire, music by "The Chosen
Few."
Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 and 9:30
p.m., JC141. Friday Flicks, "King
Rat" starring George Segal.

Dog Rabies Threat
Causes SJS Search
Location of a dog owned by a
SJS coed may save a youth from
having a long series of rabies
shots. The dog bit the boy on Oct.
27 at the De Anza Junior College
pool.
The owner of the dog was driving a car with a &IS sticker on it.
Anyone with information about
the dog should call Mrs. Wasserman at 257-4089.

An Invitation to Learn of . . .
Challenging Employment
Opportunities
WITH

THE NAVY’S LARGEST R&D LABORATORY
MICHELSON LABORATORY
NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER
CHINA LAKE, CALIFORNIA
By Scheduling an Interview with ...
R. C. NELLIGAN
ENGINEERING (E.E./M.E /ChE./AREOSPACE)
PHYSICS (ALL DEGREES)
MATHEMATICS (ALL DEGREES)
Research

Design

Development

Evaluation

AND

PERSONAL MGT., MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS,
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
(SOCIAL SCIENCE -BUS. AND PUBLIC ADM. DEGREES)

TUESDAYNOVEMBER
Please schedule interview
with your Placement Office
U. S. Citizenship Required
An Equal PP.+, ItY

7, 1967

SPOTLIGHTED!

GLEN PLAID
WITH VEST!
You’ll be seeing more vests around
than ever! Spotlighted is this new
Glen Plaid suit tailored with all the
traditional details. See it now, try
it on! If :sant like itbuy it $85
Your rrg card i

1 you nrrd to oprn a Suprr,Thargo.

Nothing down and

rq..

only RIO a month!

I won’t
go into business when
I graduate because:
ID a. I’d lose my individuality.
El h. It’s graduate school for me.
C. My mother wants me to be a doctor.
Can’t argue with c), hut before you check
a) or h)pencils up! There have been some
changes. Drastic changes in the business
scene. But changes in the vov pollute attitude
regarding business . especially on campus
... just haven’t kept pace.
Take the belabored point that business
turns you into a jellyfish. The men who run
most of the nation’s successful firms didn’t
arrive by nepotism, by trusting an Ouija
board, or by agreeing is ith their bosses. Along
the way. a v. ell -modulated "No" was said.
And backed up with the savvy and guts today’s business demands.
In short, individuality is highly prized in
much of the business vvorldthc successful
much. Even is hen the business is big. Like
Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit Of the Bell System.
We provide communications equipment for

our Bell System teammates. the Bell telephone
companies. This lakes a lot of thought, decisions, strong stands for our convictions, (and
sometimes some mistakes ... we’re human,
every 160,000 of us).
Individuality pays off Not only in raises,
hut in personal reward as well. Like an engineer who knew deep dovn that there was a
better way to make a certain wire connector
and did. Or a WE gal who streamlined timeconsuming office procedures, and saved us
some 563.000 a year.
Rewards and accolades. For saying "No."
For thinking creatively and individually. For
doing.
Not every hour is Fun Hour, but if you’ve
got imagination and individualityyou ve got
it made. With a business like Western Electric.
We’ll even help you answer h) with our Tuition Retund program Come on in and go
tor President!

Western
Electric
iLIPPLY

UNIT Of THE REtt SYSTTM

4--SPARTAN

n

Thursday. Nnvemher 2 19S7

Jonah’s Wail Light-Hearted Education

ONE OF MANYMusical groups such as the Townspeople, featuring guitarists Len Favorite, left, and Ken
Jones, are one of many groups appearing weekly.
A NEW PERSPECTIVEThe ’Wail’s mouth is open to all.

PERSON TO PERSONPersonal contact between students and ministers is the rule rather than the exception.
Linda Fenley, left, the Rev. Roy Hoch, and Lynne Alm discuss new projects for the Wail.

IT BEATS STUDYThought provoking games such as chess, provide a
break from the rigors of academia.

ORIGINAL AND LIVELYPaul Sussman and wife, sing
one of their home made songs.

SEEKING UNDERSTANDINGDiscussion on current campus events
keep conversation at the Wail lively, as Earl Hansen, left, Harry Edwards,
and Richard Raab converse.
photos by AIM ifillrX

San Jose’s Big Bookstore
NOW TWICE AS BIG!
Come see our expansion!

:err wieegar:

arr

E.
;

I ntramurals

E

MORE BOOKS

I %II -.1’01(IS

MORE CARDS

iw basketball ii lanch
tries are due tomorrow.
The gym will be open from 6::to
p.m. to 9 p.m. tomorrow, M..mt Is’,
Tuesday, and Wed!).
idmintun and hunch lino:tire) according to director of intrainurals Dan
Unruh.
Bowling begin.; Wednesday, Nov.
7 with matches being held at Alma
Bowl,

MORE EVERYTHING

BOOKS INC.
Town & Country Village
Open Evenings & Sunday

STAMP IT!

IT’S THE RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL

2

ThtIrsrlaY. November 2. 19117
---

I

NOW

RENT TO OWN

MOYER MUSIC
Largest Selection of Guitars in Town
Folk
Guitar
$400
Elec.
Guitar &
Amp.

par rivonth
and up

FOOTBALL

ANT $
3 LINE TEXT
Ti,. finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. 1/2" a 2".
Sri ch-ch or money order. Be
juclude your Zip Code. No
o -rage or handling charges. Add
,na
Prompt ahlmantSatisfactian Guaranteed
THE MOPP CO.
P. 0. In 18623 Lome Square Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

from

The All -College title clash between Me and Them and Theta
Chi will be played Monday.

$600

,SW.e.01..eWo’sVe".:,

drd

Mod Jr. Dresses

Guitar Lessons Available

$3.99 to $11.99 ,
XEROX’ COPIES

COME TO ME Spartan defenders, Steve
Alexakos (middle) and Don Jackson (right) corral Tiger fullback Jack Leyland during last Saturday’s UOP game. Alexakos has been a stand-

10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

(student rates/

Invites You To See

HAWAII

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST
295-6765

NONE HIGHER
LITTLE LOST BOUTIQUE
520 S. 10th Street

5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
( at Lawrence Station Rd
across from Futurism. Bowl)
248-9858

9 are, to 7 p.m.

84 E. San Fernando
Nest to Western Union Office
(between 2nd & 3rd Sts.)
298-5404

_

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

RENT

out in the Spartan line during the last two
games while playing on both offense and defense. Jackson has been one of SJS’ leading
tacklers from his defensive end position.

At the Garden Theater
$1 50 Admission
MEET AT
137 N. 5th Street, San Jose
At 7:00 P.M.
Group discussion after movie

Chapman College
-World Campus A float"

REPRESENTATIVE ON CAMITS
Slide Presentation --Nov.

2 & 3

2:00-5:00 p.m.
En 2t()

SATISFY
THAT
SWEET
TOOTH
. . . vith a delicious home made Italian pastry.
This unbelieveahly tasty European delight is preith a creamy cheese filling, rich chocolate drops and a tasty baked crust. Sened exclusively at the Spartan House Restaurant. .11so
pared

featuring home made spaghetti and lasagna.
Don’t forget Our ciinvenient take home service.

cpaptent
150 East
San Carlos St.
(corner of Fourth St.)

292-2840

Gridders vs. Cowboys
High Ranked Team
By DENNIS ANSTINIE
882 net yards rushed. Toscano has
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
gained 247 yards rushing, but he
Wyoming’s grid offense Is not has lost 222 yards. Kiick’s replace -1
with
the
runoverpowering, but
ment, Joe Williams, has gained
ning and passing of quarterback
Paul Toscano and the kicking of 240 yards.
But Toscano, plaAng at quarterJerry DePoyster, it gets the Job
back for the first time since high
done.
The Cowboy defenders rank school after being switched from
sixth in the nation in total de- defense, is the real sport in the
tense with only 191.9 yards yielded ’Pokes attack.
He is ranked fifth in total ofper game. The rushing defense has
given up only 484 yards for
fense and fifth in forward passing ,
senior has completed 91 of 17"
69.1 per game average,
Two safetymen, Vic Washington aerials for 1297 yards. He has
.tnd Dick Speights, have led the Passed for 14 T.D.’s. a figure that I
st.condary, while tackle Mike is No. 1 in the nation.
Dirks and end Tim Gottberg are
the best of the linemen.
OVER 21?
In Wyoming’s 15-13 defeat of
NEED $5?
Arizona State last Saturday. the
Sim Devil’s powerful offense
DO THIS NOW!
moved up and down the field with
ease, but getting across the goal
BLOOD IS NEEDED
line, was another story.
Mon. Arts Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
ASU did score two TD’s, one
40 Bassett St.
coming on a 99-yard dash by Max 294-6E35
San Jose
Ancletson, but the Cowboy defense
stopped them three times inside
the 20 yard line.
"We have five films of Wyoming games, so we definitely know
how to move on them," Spartan
292-6728
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
coach Harry Anderson said. "But
SIDNEY POITIER
the problem is doing it. They have
WITH LOVE"
"TO SIR,
good execution on both defense
plus
and offense."
"GEORGY GIRL"
Wyoming’s offense has been
DISCOUNT WITH ASI3 CARD
eratic at times, but it is still
powerful. averaging 26 points per
game. Toscano’s passing is the
dominate factor, although tailback
Jim Kiick’s running has given the
attack balance.
Kiick has picked up 397 of the

STUDIO

Freshmen Prepare
For Home Opener
STS’’, freshman football Inant is
working out today in preparation
for tomorrow’s Spartan Stadium
battle with the San Francisco
State freshmen.
This game marks the only home
appearance of the Spartababes this
season. The Spartababes will try
to duplicate last year’s 42-0 trouncing of the SFS yearlings.
The Spartababes will be shooting
for their second win of the season.
, Their only win in three starts
icame at. the expense of the Fresno State freshmen 33-0.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S
ACOS

The UNITED Man is Coming!
He’s offering professional careers for . . .
ENGINEERS
M.E.
E.E.
C.E.
I.E.
Graduate engineers will work with managemr...nt in economic feasability studies,
analysis, consulting, advising and in some
cases, research. From time to time they
will have to travel.

BUYERS
BS or BA degree in business administration, with emphasis on economics to work
in Purchasing department, dealing with
vendors, issuing Purchase Orders and procuring parts, supplies and materials to
support the world’s largest airline.

ACCOUNTANTS
This is a 2 year on-the-job training program. An accounting degree is preferred
with a minimum of 16 hours in accounting. For people with leadership potential,
this is an excellent opportunity to achieve
management status.

ANALYSTS
In Chicago Financial, Market
and Economic
In San Francisco
or Chicago Operations

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTORS
Degree required with major work in physical
science, engineering, or other technical
courses to write, design and produce instruction material including audio visual.

THE UNITED MAN
will he a

campus

TODAY, NOV. 2
for further det,i)s
cont:tct the Student
Placement Office

UNITED
AIR LINES
The United Man
is an equal opportunity
employer

graduating engnc,ItIrli,
chemists and 1)/ss

YOfri
the Navy’s largest industrial complex:
the San Frlicisco Bay Naval Shipyard
ENJOY UNMATCHED POTENTIAL FOR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH.
You’ll be challenged by the variety offered
in the design, construction, overhaul and
conversion of Polaris missile submarines,
guided missile frigates, destroyers, aircraft
carriers, deep submergence craft, Sea Lab
III, etc.
APPLY YOUR TALENTS 10 IMPORT-AM
PROGRAMS: Nuclear power, ship structures,
electrical/electronic systems, missile systems, marine/mechanical design welding.
chemistry (analytical) and metallurgical inspection and test, quality assurance, process

methods and standards, tools and plant
utilization.
LIVE IN THE FAMED BAY AREA. San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard has two work sites
located 40 miles apart: Hunters Point in San
Francisco and Mare Island in Valleio, Cali
forma. Each location has ready access to the
cultural advantages of San Francisco. All
types of recreation from surfing in the Pacific to skiing in the Sierras are within easy
driving distance. Continue your professional
growth by attending classes at one of the
many outstanding colleges and universities
located nearby.

Variety is the spice of life
And spicey is the word for barbecued tacos from
Tice’s. Not and tasty, they’re filled with savory
Mexican flavor guaranteed to please your palate.
You con have two of these taste -treats for only a
quarter. Stop in anytime. Tico’s is open 24 hours
a day.

Representative on Campus
November 6, 1S67
for interview, contact your placement office
An Equal Opportundy Employer. Li S

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

Audience of 20,000

He Preaches in a Small Room
Bs GINA TRAI,t,i
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
Add
Take a small town.

than 4,000 SJS students by the
Financial Aids Office dining the
1967 fiscal year, according to Don-

.!

microphone and an audience
thousands. Include a seasoned public speaker who has never been in
such a situation before. The ri suits can be terrifying.
At least the Rev. Doug Henderson thinks so, and he’s in a position to know. Besides his ministerial duties at St. Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th and San Salvador Streets, the clergyman has
another "culling". He’s a "COWmunicaster" on Oakland f
io
station KNEW, Sundays Iron,
9 ant.
Every week for three hours the
local minister has his own program, "Parson to Person." in
which he introilucv prominent
guests in the field of religion. He
also presents the latest religious
news, announces upcoming religious events, and during the last
and mast popular hour, he opens
his microphone to "two-way radio."
People of every point of view
phone him and the whole Bay
Area can listen in. Ile has been
called pro-communist and anticommunist, but his own viewpoini
holds to the "Christian way ol
life and democracy."
Henderson says his program is
the "great debating ground for the
middle aged. It doesn’t appeal to
college students or the intelligentsia," he said.
"It challenges the person who
doesn’t go to school anymore and
who wants to be a part of a discussion." he continued.
Guests on the program cover
the whole spectrum of the religious
world, from priests and rabbis, to
Mormon bishops and Seventh Day
Adventists.
"I don’t endorse them, of course.
I don’t try and make it look like
I believe what they say, or that
they believe what I say. We both
stand on our own feet. I believe
in being proud of whatever religious tradition you were brought
up in." Henderson said.
He likes to call his wide range
of viewpoints, "Broad Gauge Ecumenicity." He is concerned with
bringing together all religions, not
just the Protestants and Catholics
usually involved in ecumenical dialogue.
The minister is bothered by
"crackpots who try and say theirs
is the only right point of view."
He has taken a strong stand
against the Vietnam War. He
stresses the moral rather than political issue. He asks, "Can people
who are professing Christians support a war?"
Henderson’s program, which has
20,000 listeners during its peak
hour, began in 1962, when he
worked for KEWB, specializing in
rock ’n roll music. His show was
similar to the present one, but his
mail showed that a younger aunt -

How to Attract a
Following and Leave
them Looking!
Make a memnrrd,le entrance
and exit with Secret Fulfillment Front and Back Plunge
Push-up Bra by Lilyette. Secret Fulfillment adds glamour
above the bra for the small,
in-between or average figure.
It assures the girl who is not
quite A, 11 or 1’ cup of the
next complete size. Wear Secret Fulfillment withimt pads
for gentle curves or with pads
for a high rounded uplift:

ald Ryan, financial aids director.
Included in the figures are federal aid, bank loans and scholarships.
Approximately 16 per cent of
the student body received federal
aid in the form of Educational
Opportunity Grants, National Defense Loans and the College Work
Study Program. A total of more
than $2.5 million was disbursed

50% OFF!
Vaughn’s complete stock of traditional dress
slacks reduced to % price. Choose from new fall
arrivals in all wool worsted, flannels, hopsacks
and other fine weaves.

said.
Under the institutional scholarship program 200 students retotaling $25,000.
funds
ceived
Through the outside program 410
students received scholarships totaling $93,000.

$14.95
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$19.95

$ 9.96
$11.46

TRY OUR NEW

$24.95

NOW

$12.46

7 1/2 MIN. TIME CYCLE

$27.50

NOW

Limited $29.50 NOW
Time
$32.50 .. NOW
Only

25

(100% soft-hot water, extra
pressure & best soap used)

AT SATHER GATE
UNIVERSITY MEN’S SHOPS
.01 RAW:" MIA.. mom.. Out 4.111,
14,1

Cars, trucks, motors. etc.
at Commercial St.

-a)

1 090 N. 10th

’t

iiTher\ervi

11"

4, E, 19 67

5 HENRY’S
BURGERS

$16.25

Uft

SANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

Reg. 50’
THE COIN-OP WASH
y

$13.75
$14.75

3b0,, DISCOUNT’ ON ALL MERCHANDise

Present to Manager
Hrs. 9 a.m. to 5 : 00 p.m.

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

I

$ 7.46
$ 8.46

NOW

nary, believes ’Telephone talk
shows art. the first really new and
excirin thing to come out of radio is]] the advent if television.
]!1 radio to do some! arid very construetoo.-

once was listening. A year ago the
station was sold, and its name’
changed. So did Render-sun’s
ence.
The minister, who majored
j:sirnalism and minorecl in dram,
college, before going to semi-

NOW

$16.95 . NOW
$22.95 . NOW

REV. DOUG HENDERSON
"communicaster"

Sel .10.

1,1i41,5, SALRAMENTO

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Spartan Daily Classifieds

and

1/2 !b. FRIES
only

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS
515 S. 10th Street, San Jose

$1

orders
,)ccepted

Hue

HUMANISTS ON CAMPUS. Important
meeting, Please attend!
. C’ C?
67 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
REUNION, CLASS OF 1962. Washing.
: in, Fremont. on November 24.
,ion 797-4880 or 287-071115.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
59 PORSCHE, GOOD condition, needs
1’ -Av v.,/it. $1000. After 5:30 p.m.
’
5-6240.
66 SEARS SPORTCYCLE. 250 CC. 4.
speed. 2.000 miles. $350 or best offer.
Also leather suit & helmet, $70. Call
298-3050, 8.5 ask for Falko.
’63 HONDA DREAM, 250 CC $250.
,-,ndition. Ca ’ 286-5854.
Gr
’64 CHEVY MALIBU SS. Silver with
r it terior. 327. 100 HP, 4-speed.
$1450, 298.0174.
condition
-.0----4 MAGNUM 500 CHROME WHEELS,
’or 6 p.m. 298.3606.

ARE ON COLUMBIA

’67 HONDA 450, 3000 miles, excellent
care. $725/best offer. Prof. Hansen ext.
2482 or 293-3416.
FOR SALE (31

Retort rood,
-Too.

RADIAL DRILL PRESS $37.50. Jointer.
piainer $29.95. Wood lathe $15. Radial
arm saw 8129. All new tools. 292-0409
or 241-1943.

I’,,

Robert Goulet
HOLLYWOOD MON AMOUR

peat lose songs front the
I aura: Somewhere. My I ove. A
Man Snd A Woman. A Time For Low.
Second Time Arotindi plush other greats

o

Ray Coniff
HAWAIIAN ALBUM
play the sounds of
ico and his SingersHawaii,
Pearly Shells.

liawau with. Mae
Beyond The Reef. tins Rubbles. I ink
tirass Shack, Wedding Song, Sweet let’
last, and others.

1 aar- 0inmi ma.

NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH
^ & E. San C
& Chips Shop. S
, the Old
Authentic recipe
Open 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

c-,

s.
5.

TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do all
kinds of typing on electric typewriter.
Reasonable rates. Call 292-3901

IF YOU SEW, you should know quality.
If you know quality. you should brow WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME. ExCampus Originals of Waterbury Con. p e rie n cad, dependable, reasonable.
recticat. A complete selection of fine Phone 294-1313,
fabrics for the cortege woman, includ EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Technical or
ing woolens by Pendleton and Anglo. theme papers. IBM Selectric - carbon
Available through your local Campus ribbon if desired. 961-9102.
Originals representative. Call 298-4587 WILL TYPE YOUR thesis or any other
afternoons & eve- nas.
form of dissertation. Cal Bev. 292-2085.
25c per page.
SERVICES (8)
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates
$8 and $9 per month. Call 377.2935.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592,
TRANSPORTATION 19)
TYPING IN MY HOME IBM Pica. Cal
243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
RIDE NEEDED TO SJS from Sunnyvale
EXQUISITE.
REASONABLE TYPING daily for 9:30 classes. Call Lynda 736
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700 4119,
Close
to
SJS.
Ditto, mimeo slightly NEED RIDE TO SAN DIEGO area Nov.
IOST AND FOUND la/
22. Will share cos-,
Call Julie Al
higher Per page.
mack 294-2916. If
leave rnes.asae
LOST: 1 SIAMESE CAT ON 10-28. TYPING - TERM PAPERS, THESIS, etc
Vicinity of 9th St. Call Linda 294-2916. Expenenced and all work guaranteed
Reasonable. Phone 294-3772,
Room 228.
REWARD: PILOT log book, Hetnrni RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Eeche’s
Slide Rule and black bitider. Call Ron Free delivery, free service. No contract
292-0654.
Call 251.2598,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

To Place
an ad:
Call at

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

BABYSITTER. MY HOME. Two random
evenings 2:30-12 per week. Own trans.
portation. Call 241-3285.

Too Feti’d !TY"
macro.,
"
ii:zi i

WANTED BY RECORD CLUB OF
America - campus representative to
earn over 8100 in short time. Write
Mr. Ed Benovy, College Bureau Men.
ager, Record Club of America, Club
Headquarters, York. Pa. 17401,

7’

sounds tor right now: The 59th Street’
litidge Song. Mary In The Morning.’
Somethirf Stupid, Yellow Days, Windy. A -more hs Perssls Orchestra and Chorus.
-

Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

MEN - PERMANENT PART TIME
work as inventory specialists. Average
20 hrs, per week. Must be available
from 5 a.m. to I 1 a.m. No experience
necessary, we will train you. Call 2412563 November 1-2 between the hours
of 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. for app).

r

,o fOroo

Oo

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

TALENTED GIRL TO COOK for 5
senior men in exchange for meals. MF
dinner. Call 286.4770.

rodavxmanyeiii

For ’kiting town
PorQ tatth

0

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

MATURE LADY TO care for chi,. Days
tra be arra, Tod. Call 739-7855.

SALE PRICED

HOUSING 151
PORN. PRIVATE ROOM, kit. prin. 660
S. I I th St. Private entrance - exit.
$47.50/rno. Call 292-8226.

SAVE 40%

PEMALE

ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share I bdrm. apt. with 2 others. $50/
-no. Grad. preferred. Call 287.1281.

88
MEG 4

MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
wadi+,
o
. Irom the L:
_
Autti

EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers,
1 P. ’re 2584335.
AT t ENTION PEOPLE: IRREGARDLESS
haciground. you
ltOCKBLUES
&
OM,. N
reeded to
_aa Rai 292.44GL,

HELP WANTED 141

-

lV,90,

I

PERSONALS (7)

PLAYER PIANO. PUMP or party fun.
Piano rolls. $290. Call 739-7855.

,

Percy Faith
TODAY’S THEMES
FOR YOUNG LOVERS

.n
for ’I,horoS"
’,es & .;araae ’
ol’r
iion.
Call
trans,
Ice.
Need
arcs295.21-., days or 258-495. n.nninqs.
APT. FOR RENT. Manager apt. #11.
293-5760. 475 S. 4th St. New & spacious.
Very close to campus.
FEMALE TO SHARE I bdrm. apt. Inquire at La Donna Apts. 385 S. 4th
St. #4.
MALE: ROOM WITH private entrance.
Kitchen privileges. 86 S. 12th St. 2987392.
WEEKEND AT SOUTH Lake Tahoe. 4
bdren.. 2 bath, 2 story log cabin. Beds
for up to 15 people. $75 for 3.4 day
weekend to resp. groups. Call Palo Alto
323-1256,
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
wanted. 508 S. 1 ith Si. #4 Furnished.
$50/mo. Call 298.1638.
LEFT IN THE lurch, need girl to share
apt, with three others. $41 irno. 545 S.
7th St #12. 295.1899. Call p.m.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. For.
nished, 2 bedroom, adjacent to SJS.
$65, no. Call 292.7184 anytime.

120 WATT STEREO AMP. AM-FM
tuner. 8MM Boles movie camera, zoom
& wide angle lens. Call 292-4460,

RI,

rce.7 I

NEED A PLACE TO

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

297-9806

THE
GREAT
HITS

\ total sound eiperienec. Eleven se-- hon. including A Man And A Wo
i in. Spanish Flea. Serenata. (mantaiiiiera. Music ii, Watch nil Iii..
alul )IhcIT. Saw Now.

M 5DRRsr, BUT P91:2FE.590(2. SNAkf A17V15E5 ALL OUR
Ft ITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS AND HG’S OUT THIS WEEK INIT14 A
8ROK1,4Jp6.,,

Minimum
Three lines
One day

3 lines
4 nom
5 lines
6 Hoes
Add this

(-MUSIC BOX

amount tor
each addi-

98 South Third St.
San Jose, California
Corner San Fernando

One day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.00----2.50
3.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
.50

.50

Three

days

Four days

Flys days

-1.13-----f.35 --r8b2.75
2.85
3.00
3.25
3.35
3.503.75 --Mt- -4.00 .50

.50

.50

hone! line

5.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

No refunds possible on canceled iris, Price your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

-9

$7

VALIDATED PARKING
BANK CHARGES -LAYAWAY
MONDAY AND THURSDAY
OPEN UNTIL 9 PM.
SAN JOSE
296 S FIRST ST.

TRADITIONAL TROUSERS

Ryan

CLIP COLTON

25

BOSSA NOW!

dRiet*
2!2,6 SOUTH FIR r

SALE!
of

through the three programs to
2,490 students.
An additional 477 students received loans totaling $377010 under the newly established California State Federal Reduced Interest Loan Program. All of these]
loans were granted by local banks I
with the initial processing done!
by the Financial Aids Office,

"T

Joe Harnell

Removable fain rubber
push-up pads give you the
build-up, the Iromrra rina, above
the cup and the provocative
cleavage you want! Easy to
care for because the pads are
removable when you launder
the bra. Gossamer light with
wide off-the -shoulder straps,
Secret Fulfillment plunges
lower than ever for the greatest expanse of bare bark possible. Made with loving care
of luxurious Ban -ion it lace
and LyeraN Spandex powernet in White or Mark. A cup;
C cups;

More than $3.2 million in tinanciul aids was disbursed to more

Thiireilny N’overnber 7 1907

6-94PARTAN DAIT,Y

’Financial Aids Disburses
More Than $3.2 Million

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
I Personals (7)
El Announcements (I) 0 Help Wanted (4)
n Automotive (2)
11 Services (8)
0 Housing (5)
For Sale (3)
[T] Lost and Found (6)
11 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Phone

.

SEND CHECK, MONET ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please

allow

2 days alter placing for ad to appear.

Days

